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 1: The Darkout Train Simulator 2020 survival mode Highlights: New feature in DJ Station: The Dashboard - Keep track of all
your charts in a new dashboard - Simply navigate through the Dashboard and you can see all your charts in one place - Note: If

you don’t want to use the dashboard you can always open the charts on the navigation bar New Features in Music Visualization: -
Enhanced tempo line - Improved tempo lines and more elements - More tempo lines in the mix - Tempo lines in beat grid -

Options to adjust the height of tempo line and beat grid - Tempo lines are always visible in beat grid - Tempo lines are never
visible in beat grid - Beat grid shows beats in beat grid and tempo lines - Tempo lines and beat grid on the left side of the screen

- Beat grid on the right side of the screen Improved tempo line stability: - Tempo lines are always visible and never show
banding - Tempo lines are always visible even when the graph is very big - Added tracking of the last 25 bars of a song Bug

Fixes: - The pitch fader could be hard to move when the song is not playing - Fixed issue where the pitch fader could get stuck
when moving the mixer up and down - Fixed issue where the song ended mid tempo line would appear on the beat grid - Fixed
issue where the beat grid could become invisible while playing - Fixed issue where a song that starts playing during a tempo line

could stop for a short time - Fixed issue where the artist name was not being added to the song title - Fixed issue where the
tempo lines would be invisible on some songs - Fixed issue where the touch screen was not always reset when new keybindings
were added - Fixed issue where artists could not be removed from the mixer - Fixed issue where some audio files had incorrect

file names in some cases - Fixed issue where the file name in the file manager would not be shown - Fixed issue where
background music would not be detected and played - Fixed issue where event markers would not show in the audio player -
Fixed issue where you would not hear background music - Fixed issue where the background music would stop playing when

the music visualizer was closed - Fixed issue where a previous audio file name could not be used for a song name - Fixed issue
where the playlist would not update while songs were playing - 82157476af
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